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Best Rated Physiotherapists in Nepean | Physiocare Physiotherapy &
Rehab Centre

Greenbank Rd – Nepean, ON

289 Greenbank Rd
Nepean, ON, K2H 8K9
Phone: 613-714-9495
Text: 613-702-2668
Fax: 613-422-9496

Hours:
Mon- 6:30am - 9:00pm
Tues- 6:30am - 9:00pm
Wed- 6:30am - 9:00pm
Thur- 6:30am - 9:00pm
Fri- 6:30am - 9:00pm
Sat- 8:00am-12:00pm
Sun- Closed
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https://painhero.ca/clinic/physiocare-physiotherapy-and-rehab-centre-nepean
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/sms:+16137022668


 Physiocare Physiotherapy & Rehab Center
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 Physiocare logo on A wall

 A Female giving therapy
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 A female sitting on chair
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 Group picture of physiocare physiotherapy team

 chair for physiotherapy
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 A men

Your search for the top physiotherapy clinic in Nepean ends here at Physiocare
Physiotherapy & Rehab Centre:

AÑ�uÑ–unÑ�turÐµ• 
WÐ¾mÐµn'Ñ� HÐµÐ°lth• 
CÐ¾nÑ�uÑ�Ñ�Ñ�Ð¾n• 
TMJ PÐ°Ñ�n• 
OrthÐ¾Ñ–ÐµdÑ�Ñ� and SÑ–Ð¾rtÑ� Injuries• 
NÐµurÐ¾lÐ¾gÑ�Ñ�Ð°l RÐµhÐ°b• 
VÐµÑ�tÑ�bulÐ°r Rehab• 
Deep OÑ�Ñ�Ñ�llÐ°tÑ�Ð¾n Therapy• 
MÐ°Ñ�Ñ�Ð°gÐµ ThÐµrÐ°Ñ–Ñ�• 
CuÑ�tÐ¾m KnÐµÐµ Brace• 
CuÑ�tÐ¾m OrthÐ¾tÑ�Ñ�Ñ�• 
PhÐ¾tÐ¾thÐµrÐ°Ñ–Ñ�• 
Chinese Cupping• 
Dry Needling• 
Assistive Devices Program• 
Shockwave Therapy• 
Laser Therapy• 
Quit Smoking• 
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https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#acupuncture
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#women
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#concussion
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services/TMJ-Pain
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#sports
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#neuro
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#vestibular
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services/Specialized-Treatments#oscillation
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#massage
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#kneebrace
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#orthotics
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#phototherapy
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#cupping
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#dryneedling
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services#adp
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com/Services/Therapeutic-Shockwave-Therapy
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services/Laser-Therapy
https://www.physiocarephysiotherapy.com:443/Locations/Nepean/a~16840--c~389664/Services/Quit-Smoking


Prepay for a massage

30min Massage• 
45min Massage• 
60min Massage• 

New Patient Booking Fee

Non refundable $25

New Physio Assessment fee with1 Reschedule option

Clinical Mentorship Program

 6 Months of Orthopaedic Clinical Mentorship. 2-3 calls or meeting/week, 30 min each. ( For Resident or Registered Physiotherapists

Our Team at Nepean
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https://link.waveapps.com/rj9h8m-gsevtf
https://link.waveapps.com/ddu7jf-9nm3ms
https://link.waveapps.com/f6p54c-8jsmsg
https://link.waveapps.com/yzq67w-t2evz7
https://link.waveapps.com/mfuwhn-xvhf8k
https://link.waveapps.com/hvf26r-fpc5b6
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Gunjan VermaniDirector and Registered Physiotherapist

She has been practicing physiotherapy from 2006 and completed her 2 years specialization in Neurological Sciences (University Topper) in 2008. She has been
taking many hands-on workshops and courses to continuously enhance her clinical knowledge and skills.

Gunjan is certified in the treatment of urinary incontinence, central pain management, Concussion rehab, Manual therapy level 1, and performs acupuncture and
dry needling.

She is also an ADP Authorizer for walkers and wheelchairs apart from assessing and prescribing for orthotics, compression socks and custom bracing.
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Vijay SharmaManager and Registered Physiotherapist

With his over 14 years of practice in physiotherapy, he has experience in sports injuries, orthopaedic injuries and disorders, arthritis and related conditions like
Osteoarthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis, Fibromyalgia, autoimmune disorders etc, and various neurological conditions like Parkinson's Ds., Traumatic Brain and
spinal cord injuries etc.

He completed his ACPAC -Advanced Clinical Practitioner in Arthritis Care certification from University of Toronto in 2015 while practicing and managing a few
clinics in Ottawa and he was first one to do that from any clinic in Canada.
He is a firm believer in continually updating his skills and is certified in TMJ/jaw pain treatment,arthritic care, Manual therapy, Concussion rehab, Vestibular
rehab, Graston technique, Acupuncture, Dry needling, Chinese traditional Cupping, M2T Blade and Kinesiology Taping.

He is ADP authorized for walkers and wheel chairs and can prescribe custom orthotics, compression socks and custom braces
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Mehul PatelRegistered Physiotherapist

He earned the degree of Bachelors of Physiotherapy in 2008 with honours. Mehul completed his clinical apprenticeship and was mentored by experienced
orthopaedic surgeons & neurologists.

Mehul identifies root causes of pain and biomechanical dysfunction while providing proper education to his patients on factors behind injury, physical faults and
gives ergonomics advices. He employs a variety of specific manual techniques along with therapeutic exercises to address patientsâ–� needs.

Mehul has undertaken certification courses in Concussion rehabilitation, TMJ and jaw pain management, Kinesio taping, M2T blade, mulligan mobilization
techniques to name a few and also performs acupuncture and dry needling.

 Mehul PatelRegistered Physiotherapist 13
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Vani MallahPhysiotherapist

Vani's extensive 10 years of experience as a Physiotherapist includes Orthopedic, Neurological, Cardio-Respiratory, Geriatrics and Pediatrics areas. She has come
across different conditions while practicing such as Sciatica, Arthritis, Spondylisis, Carpal Tunnel, Fractures, Joints Replacement, Cerebral Palsy, Stroke, Spinal
Cord Injury, Burns and many more.

She graduated with a Bachelors of Physiotherapy from India in 2010. She is also certified in IASM -Graston level 1 and 2, M2T Blade, Acupuncture, Cupping,
Kinesiological taping, Mulligan and Mckenzie Mobilization.

She really enjoys her work and career as a Physiotherapist. She has a good sense of humor and a strong ability to build good rapport with patients. She loves
travelling and painting.
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Dave HanemaayerRegistered Massage Therapist and PTA

Dave has over 13 years of experience treating many different pain and injury syndromes including arthritis, muscle tears, disc herniations, repetitive stress
injuries, every day tight muscles and more. In addition to being an RMT, Dave also assists our Physiotherapists as a PTA.

He has completed training in acupuncture through McMaster University, myofascial release, Thai massage, acupressure, laser therapy and laser acupuncture. 

When not working he spends time with is family, being a father to 3 young boys, working out, hiking, kayaking local Ottawa water ways and reading.
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Zoe KungTCM Acupuncturist

We are proud to introduce to you, the latest addition to our team. Hsiang Lan KUNG (Zoe) is a Medical Acupuncturist who has received qualified TCM &
Acupuncture courses and clinical practice training at the TCM School in BC and currently hold the license of R.Ac. and R.TCM.P. in Ontario with CTCMPAO &
in BC with CTCMA. Not only does she have many years of experiences training and learning from R.TCM. P. YANG Sheng-Ming in Vancouver who is a
disciple of famous Beijing TCM & Acupuncture professors (YU Ying-Ao & WU Xi-Jing) in Chinaâ–�s Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences; but she also has
independent clinical experience for several years afterwards. Her patients are multi-culture; thus she can speak English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Taiwanese to
communicate with them.

Best Rated Acupuncturist in OttawaÂ 
https://www.ratemds.com/best-doctors/on/ottawa/acupuncturist/
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https://www.ratemds.com/best-doctors/on/ottawa/acupuncturist/
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Ashish SharmaPTAPTA

I am an internationally graduated Occupational Therapist. I have completed my Bachelors in Occupational Therapy from Gujarat University, India and currently
in the process of licensing program with Canadian Association of Occupational Therapy (CAOT). Apart from that, I have completed yoga teacher training and
obtained RYS300 certification.

 Ashish SharmaPTAPTA 21
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Sharri-Anne ParsonsCustomer Experience Manager/Corporate Office Manager

Sharri-Anne comes to us from Queensway Carleton Hospital. She started with our clinic in June 2017 with a one year leave to help our hospital through the
pandemic. Sharri-Anne graduated from Algonquin Careers Academy in July 2015 with honors from the Medical Office Administration Diploma Program. As a
mom of 3 boys, she is very good at multitasking and staying organized. Sharri works hard and stays on tasks to ensure patients needs are always met.

Sharri enjoys conversating with people and has a great sense of humor. She loves animals and has many of her own at home. In her spare time, she loves to spend
time with her family and friends.

 Sharri-Anne ParsonsCustomer Experience Manager/Corporate Office Manager 23
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Kyle FisherReceptionist

Kyle studied Office Administration at Algonquin College, where he graduated in 2017. Applying the administrative skills, he learned there, he has enjoyed
working with a knowledgeable team. He aims to help provide a positive environment.

Sneha DhananiPTAPTA

My name is Sneha Dhanani.I am internationally educated physiotherapist and working as PTA at Physiocare Physiotherapy & Rehab Center. This designation has
really given me great opportunity to treat the patients with advanced practical skills in professional manner . This would definitely helpful to uplift my career
goals and serve the society in a better way.
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Gunjan Vermani

She has been practicing physiotherapy from 2006 and completed her 2 years specialization in Neurological Sciences (University Topper) in 2008. She has been
taking many hands-on workshops and courses to continuously enhance her clinical knowledge and skills. Gunjan is certified in the treatment of urinary
incontinence, central pain management, Concussion rehab, Manual therapy level 1, and performs acupuncture and dry needling. She is also an ADP Authorizer
for walkers and wheelchairs apart from...
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Vijay Sharma

With his over 14 years of practice in physiotherapy, he has experience in sports injuries, orthopaedic injuries and disorders, arthritis and related conditions like
Osteoarthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis, Fibromyalgia, autoimmune disorders etc, and various neurological conditions like Parkinson's Ds., Traumatic Brain and
spinal cord injuries etc. He completed his ACPAC -Advanced Clinical Practitioner in Arthritis Care certification from University of Toronto in 2015 while
practicing and managing ...
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Mehul Patel

He earned the degree of Bachelors of Physiotherapy in 2008 with honours. Mehul completed his clinical apprenticeship and was mentored by experienced
orthopaedic surgeons & neurologists. Mehul identifies root causes of pain and biomechanical dysfunction while providing proper education to his patients on
factors behind injury, physical faults and gives ergonomics advices. He employs a variety of specific manual techniques along with therapeutic exercises to
address patientsâ–� needs. Mehul has ...
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Vani Mallah

Vani's extensive 10 years of experience as a Physiotherapist includes Orthopedic, Neurological, Cardio-Respiratory, Geriatrics and Pediatrics areas. She has come
across different conditions while practicing such as Sciatica, Arthritis, Spondylisis, Carpal Tunnel, Fractures, Joints Replacement, Cerebral Palsy, Stroke, Spinal
Cord Injury, Burns and many more. She graduated with a Bachelors of Physiotherapy from India in 2010. She is also certified in IASM -Graston level 1 and 2,
M2T Blade, Acupun...
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Dave Hanemaayer

Dave has over 13 years of experience treating many different pain and injury syndromes including arthritis, muscle tears, disc herniations, repetitive stress
injuries, every day tight muscles and more. In addition to being an RMT, Dave also assists our Physiotherapists as a PTA. He has completed training in
acupuncture through McMaster University, myofascial release, Thai massage, acupressure, laser therapy and laser acupuncture.  When not working he spends
time with is family, being a fa...
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Zoe Kung

We are proud to introduce to you, the latest addition to our team. Hsiang Lan KUNG (Zoe) is a Medical Acupuncturist who has received qualified TCM &
Acupuncture courses and clinical practice training at the TCM School in BC and currently hold the license of R.Ac. and R.TCM.P. in Ontario with CTCMPAO &
in BC with CTCMA. Not only does she have many years of experiences training and learning from R.TCM. P. YANG Sheng-Ming in Vancouver who is a
disciple of famous Beijing TCM & Acupuncture professors...
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Ashish SharmaPTA

I am an internationally graduated Occupational Therapist. I have completed my Bachelors in Occupational Therapy from Gujarat University, India and currently
in the process of licensing program with Canadian Association of Occupational Therapy (CAOT). Apart from that, I have completed yoga teacher training and
obtained RYS300 certification.
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Sharri-Anne Parsons

Sharri-Anne comes to us from Queensway Carleton Hospital. She started with our clinic in June 2017 with a one year leave to help our hospital through the
pandemic. Sharri-Anne graduated from Algonquin Careers Academy in July 2015 with honors from the Medical Office Administration Diploma Program. As a
mom of 3 boys, she is very good at multitasking and staying organized. Sharri works hard and stays on tasks to ensure patients needs are always met. Sharri
enjoys conversating with people and has ...
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Kyle Fisher

Kyle studied Office Administration at Algonquin College, where he graduated in 2017. Applying the administrative skills, he learned there, he has enjoyed
working with a knowledgeable team. He aims to help provide a positive environment.

Sneha DhananiPTA

My name is Sneha Dhanani.I am internationally educated physiotherapist and working as PTA at Physiocare Physiotherapy & Rehab Center. This designation has
really given me great opportunity to treat the patients with advanced practical skills in professional manner . This would definitely helpful to uplift my career
goals and serve the society in a better way.

Nepean
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